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If you can draw a simple circle, square, rectangle, or triangle, you can draw any of the more than

100 cartoon animals in this fun and colorful book by Christopher Hart, the worldâ€™s bestselling

author of how-to-draw books. In this follow-up to the popular book Drawing Shape by Shape, kids

and adults alike will learn how to draw a wide variety of animals, from common dogs and cats to

safari animals, sea creatures, birds, bugs, reptiles, dinosaurs and much more. With step-by-step

instructions and a colorful collection of cartoon creatures, drawing animals is as easy as it is fun!
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This is an awesome how to draw book.First, though this book is or the younger crow it is full of

wonderful character design examples. It is easy to take these characters as bases and expand

upon them.. basically.. great for the child of any age :) My be borrowing this from my daughter

often.Second, I love the binding. It is designed to lay flat no matter what page you are on so you

don't have to find a paper weight or prop the book open while drawing one of the subjects.Finally,

great price for what it has to offer for young and old.

My kinder kids love learning to draw during a whole class guided group lesson. Each drawing take



about 5 minutes when making sure all 23 children have added each line, and I go very slowly. Then

they can practice on their own another time. :-)

Love it, Love it, Love it. Super excited about this book. I am already drawing a few cute animals

from this book.This book is for any age that wants to learn to draw. It has animals from dogs to farm

animals. It's surprising how easy to draw each animal. The tutorials are easy to follow. Even a 5

years old can teach from this book.

Word can not express how much of a life saver that this book was for me. I am a mother of 5 in her

mid 30s and have had 0 drawing skills for my entire life. My drawing skills have always been limited

to tracing or simple shapes. No joke. It is that bad. I got this book to help me with some basic

drawing because I had a group of about 27 children between the ages of 6-8 years old that I had to

draw animals for and the children actually had to be able to recognize through my drawing what the

animals looked like. Lol! Well, with the help of this book, I was able to draw multiple animals that

actually looked like what they were supposed to, and the children then were able to know what they

are. After I was done using the book to draw animals for the group of children, I then gave the book

to my 5 children to use, and they have been enjoying the book as well.

This book is so much fun to work with. I love to doodle but was never good at it, but this book will

show youvery simple steps to really cute drawings. I brought a couple for my little cousins for

X-Mas.

Awesomeness! This book is for any age that wants to learn how to draw animals. Animals from pets

to sea to dinosaurs to some farm animals and more! It will even help instructors/teachers of

kindergarten age and up!The way Mr. Hart teaches, and brings it altogether makes most adults want

to try it out! Check it out, it's awesome! *you might want to buy 2 so you have your own copy!*

My son has sat besides me to watch me draw and kept asking where could he start. I hunted for

something and came across this that I thought would be good for a beginner, which it has been a

success! He shares this with his friends at school and helps his younger siblings.

Christopher Hart's book, Drawing Animals Shape by Shape, is a very cute book and even though it

says it's for kids, I think it's also great for adults that want to learn how to draw cartoon animals.



He's makes the whole concept easy by breaking things down into shapes, and when you draw the

animals that way it seems a lot less daunting. Thank you for yet another fun and helpful book!
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